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We are led to believe the world has never been so distracted..but at the same
time humans have never focused so hard, for so long on one, (albeit
revolutionary) device.
For Business, the market is crowded, noisy and difficult to consistently
navigate.
While brands crave Human attention, Consumers seek a genuine connection.
The only entity to achieve both are Viral Videos. (Videos that spread like
wildfire across the internet)
Fuelled by the actions they evoke from viewers, viral videos are weapons of
mass consumption.
They hold the secret to hi-jacking attention, reaching and engaging previously
untouchable consumers and driving more awareness, more interest and more
sales.
After 5 years dedicated research Jonathan has cracked the code.
This isn't a one script fits all solution - that doesn't exist - this is a sequence, a
formula, that all viral videos take viewers through leading to a moment of
action that triggers the spread.
In an ever noisy world, this is the advantage you've been looking for as
Jonathan uses real stories and experiences combined with his advanced ability
to simplify often complex concepts to reveals what you need to do to stand
out, engage an audience and grow a business in the ever connected, habit
driven, environment - social media.
IN THIS PROGRAM YOU'LL LEARN:
How to make the kinds of videos that attract more attention, drive up
engagement and generate you more business. (using just your mobile
phone)
The art of hi-jacking attention..then holding it, holding it and holding it
again.
The process for establishing your own Rules of Engagement.
Brain science based storytelling - The superpower that allows videos made
on phones out perform Hollywood budget sized productions.
Emotional contagion - Insiders knowledge to what makes some video
spread.
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WHY...
THERE ARE 4.14
BILLION ACTIVE
SOCIAL MEDIA
USERS
WORLDWIDE

40 X
Video content is a platform
favourite because it stands out
more.

99%
of of users access social media
via their phone.

144 MINUTES
PER DAY
Average amount of time internet
users spend on social media

73% OF MARKETERS BELIEVE
THEIR EFFORTS THROUGH
SOCIAL MEDIA HAVE ONLY
BEEN MODERATELY
EFFECTIVE.
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IMPROVE
NOW

JONATHAN CREEK BIO
Jonathan Creek is an award winning Investigative Journalist who after fourteen years
in Mainstream TV now works internationally as a professional keynote speaker, a
trusted consultant to some of Australia's Top 200 ASX listed companies and sports
leagues. His specialises in business to consumer relationships in digital
environments and the development of high performance content to help companies
and individuals gain a greater share of attention, engage more customers and
achieve better business outcomes.
Jonathan is fast emerging as Australia's leading Futurist on the impact of digital
technologies on business as well as viral communications. Jonathan's journey started
with his nearly 9 years of dedicated research into viral videos, in particular, the
science that occurs in the human brain to make people click share. A human
response that drives billions of views every single day.
His work in this field led to the development of the Virable formula, a framework for
brands and individuals to follow in their own unique way to create content that not
only catches on but triggers a human to respond.
With a wealth of presenting experience and years of MC work for leading industry
bodies including the Australian Gas Association and the Australian Grand Prix
corporation, Jonathan's professional speaking career began on the back of his TED
talk "The art and science of Viral videos" which created demand for his services at
conferences. The popularity of his topic and his highly engaging style also led to the
opportunity to work with the planet's biggest publisher of business book John Wiley
and Sons to write his first book 'like comment share buy'. It has sold over 5000
copies in the first few months of release, bucking the challenging trends brought on
by a pandemic.
Obsessed with technology and storytelling since he was a 9 year old growing up in a
middle class suburb of Melbourne, it is no surprise Jonathan became an award
winning journalist. Known for breaking the traditional "reporter' mould in order to
deliver unique insights that mattered.
Then the INTERNET changed everything. The emergence of platforms like YouTube
and Facebook captured Jonathan's attention and his passion is now focused on
witnessing it evolve and reporting on his findings in order to help others enjoy the
wealth of opportunities and benefits that it exist when armed with the right insights
and information.
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